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##BEST##

thanks for hosting this experience and for your tireless patience. caring so well for those working to create
something bigger than themselves. im honored to be a small part of your project, and to call myself a team member
of this amazing group of creators. the editor of hello storytellers magazine is also the founder of hello storytellers .
last year, she published hello storytellers magazine: the beauty of our stories alongside founder sarah mennucci.
2017 saw the publication of hello storytellers magazine: my lunchbox is full of monsters. this year, she started the
hello storytellers ___________________________________page. if youd like to request a review, please contact the editor
at [email protected]. you can also follow along at her blog hello storytellers . in the name of professionalism, i will
not be typing in this response to prevent typing mistakes (my voice helps me correct them, but im nothing if not
prescriptive). i will only respond to the op if her blog link takes me to the comments. and for the love of all that is

holy, please do not ask for advice or help, simply ask the questions you need help to ask! gantzer said, "if you were
to ask people who have been following us for a long time to picture our sound, they would probably think of us as a
metal band. we love metal, we love our metal influence, but we have a punk-meets-metal mentality. i think that's a

great thing to embrace, so i tried to focus on that punk-metal mentality in writing the song. the drums are really
punchy and heavy. i think we landed on a groove that worked for the song."
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as for the album itself, hes wide-ranging in its songwriting and delves into diverse subject matter that has always
been inherent to his personal style. the single takes a dive into the depths of his current state, the result of which is

sincere and emotional. there are a few more surprises for die-hard fans of the band and those who havent been
following his career. you know what else? its been a long road for death kings, and their new album is coming soon.
theres actually a line on fight about that, and if youre like me, thats cause i seem to have very good memories for
my bad times. ;) it is just part of the way death kings interact with each other, and it makes for a great story. and i
love it, as do you. you may have noticed that alot of the text on this page is bold. this is because theres new space
on the 4th, and ive decided to start a magazine! yes, this is still not a fully formatted magazine, but it will be in the
future! im so excited to see where we take this. im also grateful to the wonderful layout designer, who deserves to
be anonymous, but for being so instrumental in my education as a newbie. right now, theres only a few articles, but

i would love to have you participate in the magazine in any way you can! i love to learn, and i like to teach. most
days im creating lesson plans for pre-k, just like that. i also love to learn how to use the latest tools and teaching

methods, and i learn like crazy. as a result, i believe that i am a great instructor and have taught a ton of students
at multiple levels in pre-k. if you are an educator or a parent i would love to hear from you. you can reach me at

vanessapreps@gmail.com and let me know if youve got anything youd like to try. i know i can be a blessing in your
life, and i want to see you grow too. 5ec8ef588b
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